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SUMMARY

In this paper, we propose a method for fast and

accurate extraction of feature points such as pupils, nostrils,

mouth edges, and the like from dynamic images with the

purpose of face recognition. Accuracy of face extraction

with these feature points used as criteria greatly affects the

capabilities of face recognition methods based on pattern

matching. This processing must be performed rapidly, con-

sidering the large number of recognition trials required for

dynamic images and the requirements of real-time registra-

tion. In various extraction methods proposed in the past,

steady extraction was difficult due to influences such as

individual differences, expression variations, face direction

or illumination variations, and so forth. These methods are

far from satisfactory in terms of extraction accuracy and

processing speed. The proposed method achieves high po-

sition accuracy at a low computing cost by combining shape

extraction with pattern matching. In particular, it uses a

separability filter to extract feature point candidates for

pupils, nostrils, mouth edges, and the like. Next, it uses

pattern matching based on the subspace method to select

the correct feature points from the candidates. Results of

testing facial images under various conditions using an

evaluation system demonstrated that for 1700 static images

the feature point extraction rate was 99%, and in the case

of dynamic images the extraction rate for 9880 frames was

98% at a speed of 10 trials/s, without using hardware.
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1. Introduction

This paper describes a novel method for fast and

accurate extraction of facial feature points such as pupils,

nostrils, mouth edges, and the like from dynamic images,

with the purpose of face recognition. The method is robust

to variations of face direction and illumination. Steady

extraction of feature points is a difficult task due to vari-

ations resulting from the fact that the shape and brightness

vary for different individuals, as well as from changes in

expression, head movements, illumination, and other influ-

ences.

Accuracy of facial feature point extraction also

greatly affects the capabilities of face recognition methods

which are based on template matching [1, 2, 11�13]. These

methods involve cropping facial images after normalizing

them in size and position by a two-dimensional affine

transform with feature points such as pupils, nostrils, and

mouth edges used as criteria, and measuring the pattern

similarity degree by comparison against previously regis-

tered reference images, in other words, dictionary images.

Therefore, the cropping accuracy of the normalized image,

and thus the extraction accuracy of the feature points which

were used as normalization criteria, is a factor with strong

influence on recognition capability.

As for the speed of facial point extraction, it should

be fast, considering the large trial number of the face

cropping and recognition actions in the case of dynamic
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images, and also the practical requirements of taking nu-

merous crops of sample facial images for real-time genera-

tion of facial dictionaries. For example, when face

recognition of an unsuspecting recognition object is needed

(such as for security purposes), recognizable frames are

selected for processing from a dynamic image sequence,

and therefore, the higher the number of facial crops the

better. As for dictionary generation, it is known that in

conventional recognition of handwritten characters, dic-

tionaries are generated from hundreds of character sample

images; thus, the case of faces, which are three-dimensional

objects subject to greater variations of shape and brightness

than written characters, would require even more numerous

learning sample images [3]. Thus, conventional facial crop-

ping techniques [1, 2], or automatic crops performed under

restricted conditions such as full face, do not meet practical

requirements.

Known facial feature point extraction methods can be

roughly subdivided into �shape information-based� and

�pattern information-based� methods.

Typical representatives of the shape information-

based methods are edge information-based techniques [9,

16]. For extracting feature points, these methods involve

fitting the edges within a region into a structural model by

energy minimization. However, problems arise because it

is not easy to properly set up the initial parameters, and also

because steady extraction is difficult in the cases when

sharp edges cannot be obtained due to resolution and illu-

mination conditions.

On the other hand, the pattern information-based

methods use brightness and color information instead of

edge information. For instance, it has been shown that the

eigenfeature method using the eigenspace [12] is more

robust to noise, as well as to illumination and shape vari-

ations, than the edge-based methods, and thus is effective

for real images. However, problems are caused by the fact

that it requires multiple calculations of the inner product

between images, which entails extensive processing; in

addition, the position detection accuracy is lower than in

the edge-based techniques. Methods based on color infor-

mation [4] are more robust to variations of illumination

conditions than those based on image intensity information,

but color information is often lost in some illumination

positions and face directions, so they are not always effec-

tive.

As for the processing speed, one method has been

proposed [14] for real-time tracking of feature points by

simple feature point extraction processing, but it is impos-

sible to know which facial feature point is represented by

the tracked point, and therefore these points cannot be used

as normalization criteria.

In this paper, we propose a method which com-

bines shape information and pattern information in order

to solve the abovementioned problems of conventional

pattern information-based techniques. Its basic approach

consists in determining the feature point candidates based

on the shape information with high position precision, and

verifying them by pattern matching. In particular, a region-

based separability filter is used to obtain partial shapes of

the feature points corresponding to circles or edge points,

and they are verified using the subspace method [10]. This

method can be expected to produce high position accuracy,

considering that positioning is based on the shape informa-

tion. In addition, since pattern matching based on the sub-

space method is used to select the correct feature points

from the candidate group, the method is comparatively

robust to feature point shape variations and brightness

variations.

As for the processing speed, pattern matching is

performed only for the candidates narrowed down by the

separability filter with low computation cost, which means

a substantial reduction in computation volume as compared

to the methods employing full pattern matching.

In addition, we shall discuss a method for verifying

the correctness of the geometrical relationship between the

extracted feature points. Usually, multiple learning patterns

which are accumulated within a short time contain extrac-

tion errors caused by blinking or similar actions. Therefore,

the newly detected feature points are verified for correct-

ness based on the two-dimensional coordinates of correctly

extracted facial feature points obtained in the course of

several frames.

We shall describe a method of steady extraction of

facial feature points such as pupils, mouth edges, nostrils,

and others from dynamic images, which is robust to illumi-

nation variations and face direction variations. In addition,

evaluation results are described for static and dynamic

images taken under various conditions.

2. Proposed Feature Point Extraction

Method

2.1. Combination of shape information and

pattern information

Reference 8 describes an efficient approach based on

extracting those feature point parts which are not easily

influenced by individual differences, face expression or

direction. Usually, these extracted partial features include

many erroneously identified features, and extraction there-

fore involves selecting the correct candidate by applying

empirically obtained geometrical constraints [8, 17]. How-

ever, using only geometrical constraints is not enough to

detect minor position errors that lead, for example, to the

eye corners being mistaken for the pupils due to changes in

face direction or illumination conditions.
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To solve this problem, we have used pattern matching

in addition to the geometrical constraints. As shown in Fig.

1, based on information regarding the partial shape of a

feature point (for instance, position and diameter of the

pupil in the eye), the partial images in the vicinity of the

feature point are cropped after being normalized by position

and size. If the partial shapes were extracted correctly, then

the partial images in the vicinity of the feature point which

are normalized and extracted based on these partial shapes

(case f3 in Fig.1) must exhibit high similarity to the diction-

ary images which have been previously cropped based on

the correct shape information (referred to hereafter as d1).

Conversely, in the case of erroneous shape information, the

extracted images exhibit low similarity with the dictionary

image d1 (cases fl, f2, f4 in the figure). In this paper, we

shall discuss the case of pupils approximated by circles; it

seems that normalization accuracy and pattern matching

efficiency are improved if they are approximated precisely

by ellipses.

2.2. Shape information extraction using a

separability filter

A drawback of conventional edge-based shape ex-

traction methods is their sensitivity to noise. To solve this

problem, we have proposed region-based methods for edge

[15] and contour [5, 6] extraction. In this paper, a

�separability filter� is proposed for extracting feature points

such as pupils, nostrils, and mouth edges. According to Fig.

2, let us assume a template mask comprised of two concen-

tric circle regions: region 1 (r1-r) and region 2 (r-r2) (r

defines the mask radius). We shall introduce from the linear

discrimination method a �separability� quantity which in-

dicates the degree of separability of the region information

(for instance, image intensity) characterizing regions 1 and

2. When the information of regions 1 and 2 can be com-

pletely separated in normalized values, this separability

degree reaches its maximum value of 1.0. The separability

degree is resistant to noise influence, and can be obtained

regardless of brightness differences in the feature points

(image intensity differences between regions 1 and 2) [15].

The separability filter outputs the separability meas-

ure h  which can be obtained from the following equations:

where N is the total number of pixels in the entire region,

n1 is the number of pixels in region 1, n2 is the number of

pixels in region 2, sT is the total dispersion in the entire

region, Pi is the image intensity level at location i, P1 is the

mean brightness level in region 1, P2 is the mean image

intensity level in region 2, and Pm is the mean intensity level

of the entire region. The separability is contained within the

range 0 < h L 1.0. We have set Pi to the brightness level, but

some other characteristic image value can be used, such as

hue, color, or texture. The separability for the entire flat

region cannot be defined, since the denominator�s disper-

sion becomes 0. In reality, the separability is set to 0 when

the total dispersion within the region sT is less than a

standard threshold sL (which is set to a value of 0 or more,

for example, 10).

The basic approach to this separability filter is similar

to that of the blob detector in Ref. 16, but in contrast to the

blob detector, the calculation formulas are much simpler,

and there is no need to use an extra parameter which must

be determined experimentally. In addition, the denominator

sT
2 in Eq. (1) can be simplified to sT

2 = Si=1
N  Pi

2 -

(n1 + n2)Pm
2

___
. If a square table reference is prepared in ad-

vance to be used instead of computing Pi
2, then the compu-

(2)

(3)

Fig. 1. Combination of shape extraction and pattern

matching.

Fig. 2. Separability filter.

(1)
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tation will mostly consist of summing operations, which is

fast and convenient in terms of hardware.

Moreover, Ref. 16 mentions only an application to

extraction of round pupils. As seen from Fig. 3, the

separability filter in addition to the round feature points also

outputs local maximum points for the edge points (in the

figure the circle center is a local maximum point, while the

radius corresponds to the mask radius). Figure 4 demon-

strates results of application of the separability filter to a

facial image. It can be seen that in addition to pupils,

nostrils, and mouth edges, local maximum points are pre-

sent for the eyebrow edges, lip edges, top of the eye edges,

eye corners, and so forth. In this paper, we have used these

characteristics to also extract mouth edges.

2.3. Pattern matching

Pattern matching is used to select the correct feature

points from the feature point candidates. In Ref. 16 the

correct pupil candidates among those detected by the blob

detector were identified by fitting the entire frame model

using energy minimization. However, the edge presence

was considered as a prerequisite, and this technique is by

no means robust to illumination deviations and face direc-

tion variations. Other drawbacks include the high cost of

convergence computations and the dependence of detection

on the initial parameters. Conversely, we have used pattern

matching based on the subspace method [10] to identify

correct feature points. In pattern matching, it is not neces-

sary to extract edges. It is also robust to noise, since full

pattern information is used. In addition, using the subspace

technique results in a higher tolerance for pattern deforma-

tion. We shall briefly describe the subspace method. The

image data are treated as n ´ n dimensional vectors. The

subspaces which correspond to the feature point vector

(pattern) in the n ´ n dimensional feature space can be

expressed as linear subspaces spanned by multiple eigen-

vectors. The projection angle q of an input vector (pattern)

projected onto the subspace represents the extent to which

the input vector is analogous to the feature point vector. For

identification, the values of q between the input vector and

each feature point�s subspace are obtained, and the input

vector is that for the feature point which falls into the

subspace with the highest q. In particular, cosq of the

projection component can be obtained from the following

equation:

where L is the number of eigenvectors which form a sub-

space and (Vect, Eigenvecti) is the internal product of the

input vector and the i-th eigenvector.

In order to obtain the eigenvectors forming the sub-

space for each feature point (dictionary image d1), one

collects learning patterns of the left and right pupils, nos-

trils, and left and right mouth edges from different people

under a variety of illumination and face direction condi-

tions. The learning patterns are cropped as square images

of a certain size based on the radius of the separability filter

at the local maximum points of separability. Some learning

patterns cropped in the vicinity of pupils and mouth edges

are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Principal component analysis

of these learning patterns was used to obtain the eigenvec-

tors (dictionary images d1). However, using only d1 is not

enough to give high-reliability pattern matching. For in-

stance, in the case of pupils, a high similarity is also

obtained for the eye corners, top of the eye edges, brow

edges, and other feature points, as seen in Fig. 7. This results

Fig. 3. Output examples: (a) local maximum points, (b)

separability distribution (output by 255 times).

Fig. 4. Local maximum points of separability.

(4)

Fig. 5. Examples of left pupil image.
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from the fact that the subspace method is based on the

similarity, and does not consider relations to other catego-

ries. Therefore, we have generated a �negative dictionary�

(referred to hereafter as nd1) by identifying and collecting

from the feature point candidates erroneous patterns of eye

corners, top of the eye edges, brow edges, and so forth

characterized by an above-threshold similarity with the

dictionary d1. The final similarity is obtained by subtracting

the negative similarity from the previously obtained simi-

larity. In this way, the extraction rate was improved by about

3%.

2.4. Extraction location identification

Assuming a perspective projection model, and aban-

doning the three-dimensional model, the two-dimensional

coordinates of the facial feature points viewed from a

random direction can be expressed as a linear combination

of two-dimensional coordinates of the corresponding fea-

ture points in four images viewed from different directions,

in accordance with Eqs. (5) and (6) [18]. Using this feature,

one can verify the two-dimensional coordinates (xi

__
, yi

__
) of a

newly detected feature point by using the two-dimensional

coordinates (xif, yif) of the correct feature point i in the four

frames (f = 1�4) already extracted from the dynamic image

sequence. This relationship holds for the feature points i of

nostrils, pupils, and the like. Using the least-squares

method, one can obtain the linear combinatorial coeffi-

cients ai, bi (i = 1�4) from the new coordinates (xi

__
, yi

__
) and

the two-dimensional coordinates of the lowest four feature

points i for the four-frame images. The next step is comput-

ing the approximate coordinates (xi
g, yi

g) from the obtained

combinatorial coefficients, and calculating the error Res

with respect to (xi

__
, yi

__
):

where a case in which the error Res is greater than some

threshold value indicates that an error has occurred at the

extraction location.

3. Processing Flow

In our method, it is possible to independently extract

pupils, nostrils, and mouth edges; however, we shall explain

the processing flow of Fig. 8 assuming that all feature points

are observed at once.

(6)

(7)
Fig. 6. Examples of left mouth edge image.

Fig. 7. Examples of images from nonpupil region:

patterns similar to a pupil image among the feature point

candidates detected by the separability filter.

(5)

Fig. 8. Processing flow of feature point extraction.
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(1) Facial region extraction by subspace method

For the facial region extraction, the subspace method

is used [2]. The face dictionary patterns of 30 ´ 30 pixel

size containing nostrils and pupils (referred to hereafter as

d2) are moved over the entire image to obtain similarity

values, and the local maximum points of the similarity are

extracted as facial regions. This is performed by applying

three-step scale variation to the input images.

(2) Extraction of feature point candidates

To extract the mouth edges, the facial feature point

candidates are extracted by applying the separability filter

to the lower section of the extracted facial region magnified

by 30%. The application range of the separability filter is

restricted to the dark regions by applying the p-tile method

(with the scale set to 25%) to the entire facial region. By

applying a variable separability filter radius r of 3 to 6 for

all images in the restricted regions, a maximum output

value is obtained, which is used as the output value for this

image, and the mask radius r is set as the feature point

radius. On smoothing by Gaussian processing (s  = 1.0), the

local maximum points are obtained and considered as fea-

ture point candidates.

(3) Narrowing down by space location of feature

points

To reduce the computing cost of pattern matching, the

feature point sets for pupils, nostrils, and mouth edges are

narrowed down by applying roughly defined restrictions to

the entire facial region. Based on the facial region width L0,

lengths c1L0, c2L0, c3L0 between the pupils, nostrils, and

mouth edges are restricted; c1, c2, c3 are empirically deter-

mined coefficients.

(4) Verification based on pattern information

The total similarity for the feature points is obtained

by performing pattern matching for the feature point set.

That feature point set which has the highest similarity total

is considered the correct set.

(5) Sorting of learning images

Images with an error Res as obtained from Eq. (7)

greater than some threshold value are excluded from the

sample images.

4. Evaluation Results and Discussion

4.1. Evaluation system

The evaluation system shown in Fig. 9 was comprised

of an SGI Indy workstation (CPU R5000, 180 MHz) and a

color CCD camera (Toshiba IK-C40). The CCD camera

equipped with a lens with a focal length of 6.5 mm was

mounted at the bottom of the monitor. The camera input

images were digitized to fit into a size of 320 ´ 240 pixels,

using an image capturing board in the Indy, and a series of

processing operations, including facial region extraction,

facial feature point extraction, and facial image cropping,

were performed by a software program. 

Four types of images taken of a single person were

prepared as evaluation images. Data 1 were obtained from

static images of the face photographed according to com-

puter commands while facing in various left�right and

up�down directions relative to the display (17 directions in

all). 17 ´ 50 ´ 4 = 3400 images were collected by taking

two pictures each of 50 persons under various illumination

conditions in a lodging place and in the laboratory during

different times of the day. Data 2 were 124 static images

collected with changed camera location and illumination

conditions as compared to those for data 1. Data 3 are

dynamic images taken by changing the facial direction

while acquiring data 1. Data 4 are dynamic images of the

face taken during computer operation in the natural state.

4.2. Dictionary generation

Dictionary image d2 for face region extraction was

generated using the facial region images cropped from 1700

images of data 1 (first). Dictionaries d1 and nd1 for extract-

ing pupils, nostrils, and mouth edges were also generated

based on 1700 images of data 1 by cutting out approximate

images of the feature points with the aid of the separability

filter (15 ´ 15 pixels). Examples in Fig. 10 show 10

eigenimages taken sequentially from the higher eigenvalue

direction for the right pupil (a) and a region not containing

the pupil (b). The number of eigenvectors used in each

dictionary was set empirically to 10.

4.3. Extraction results for static images (data

1, 2)

Evaluation was performed for 1700 images of

nonlearning data from data 1. Facial region extraction

Fig. 9. Testing system (for acquisition of data 1, 3, 4).
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was considered successful in all cases when the extracted

images included pupils and nostrils. Among 1700 cases,

extraction failed in 8 cases, including profile pictures,

smiling face, face with tilted head, and similar postures.

For the 1692 cases of successful facial region extrac-

tion, extraction of pupils, nostrils, and mouth edges was

performed. Figure 11(a) shows some extraction results.

Pupils, nostrils, and mouth edges in the figure are marked

with �+.� Extraction was considered successful if the visu-

ally extracted feature points were located within 1 pixel of

the correct feature points. The pupil extraction failed in 3

cases, yielding an extraction rate of 99.8%; the extraction

rate for the nostrils was 100.0%; the mouth edge extraction

failed in 14 cases, giving an extraction rate of 99.1%.

The reason for pupil extraction failure was the pres-

ence of highlight regions within the pupil region caused by

reflection from eyeglasses. This problem is difficult to solve

using only partial images, and in addition it requires using

an entire face model. As for the mouth edge extraction, it

failed, first, because of a higher brightness due to the lip

surface reflection, so that the mouth edges were not in-

cluded to the separability filter application region as defined

by the p-tile method. Another reason was that, due to a

substantially deformed pattern near the mouth edges be-

cause of smiling, the degree of similarity with the dictionary

decreased. For the mouth edges, extraction might be im-

proved by modifying the scale in the p-tile method or by

enlarging the learning patterns.

However, facial croppings are possible if, among the

six points pertaining to the pupils, nostrils, and mouth

edges, any four points of two sets are extracted. From this

point of view we had only one failed case of facial cropping,

which can be explained by the fact that the camera position

was restricted to the bottom of the display. This sufficiently

confirms the efficiency of the proposed method.

Figure 11 demonstrates partial extraction results for

data 2. Facial region extraction failed in 7 of 124 cases.

Pupil extraction failed in 2 cases, and mouth edge extraction

in 3 cases. The failure reasons are exactly the same as for

data 1. Good results were obtained despite greatly varied

illumination conditions and camera positions, such as back

lighting, camera installed on the upper side of the monitor,

and so forth.

Fig. 10. Dictionary images for pupil extraction.

Fig. 11. Results of feature point extraction.
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4.4. Comparison of performance with

conventional methods (data 1)

The proposed method and a method based on pattern

information were compared in terms of both extraction

accuracy and processing speed. The conventional method

was the eigenfeature method. For evaluation, we examined

magnified images for 60 cases to measure the errors (in

pixels) between the center of each extracted feature point

and the visually determined center. Figure 12 demonstrates

extraction results for the right pupil and right mouth edge.

The feature point centers are marked with �+.� The pupil

extraction error is an average of 0.15 pixel for the proposed

method (0.77 pixel for the conventional method). As for the

mouth edge, it was 0.16 pixel on average (0.33 pixel for the

conventional method). These extraction accuracy differ-

ences were especially conspicuous in the case of profile

views and side glances, due to substantial changes of the

pattern near the feature points. Accuracy was to some extent

reduced as compared to that of section 4.3, because we had

intentionally selected images of faces turned sideways, as

evaluation objects for comparison. It is evident that the

combinatorial separability filter [6] proposed by the authors

allows extraction with a high position accuracy even with

the pupil shape deformed from a circle to an ellipse.

As for the processing speed, it was 0.1 s with the

proposed method and 1.7 s with the eigenfeature method

for the same search region, constituting a substantial com-

puting cost reduction.

4.5. Extraction results for dynamic images

(data 3, 4)

We performed tests for extraction of pupils and nos-

trils based on dynamic image data 3. Considering that

evaluation of dynamic image data is associated with a

greatly increased number of object frames, visual evalu-

ation is difficult. Therefore, we estimated whether the fea-

ture points have been extracted correctly by examining

variations of the error Res obtained from Eq. (7). Figure 13

shows a partial transition diagram of Res: under common

circumstances the extraction yields small errors, but when

the pupil could not be extracted because of blinking, or

owing to a similar problem which leads to an erroneous

extraction of a brow, there was a large error, as at point A.

Based on this diagram, the frames with an error Res greater

than some threshold value (set empirically to 80) were

visually estimated on accumulating processing results.

Among 9880 frames processed with a speed of about 10

frames/s, facial region extraction was successful for 9786

frames (extraction rate 99.0%), and among these 9786

frames, all four feature points were successfully extracted

for 9675 frames, an extraction rate of 98.8%.

In addition, we determined how much time passed

from the face cropping until the completion of the diction-

ary generation, for data 4. The mean processing time meas-

ured for five runs from learning pattern cropping (15 ´ 15

pixels) until the completion of dictionary generation was

45 s. Figure 14 illustrates the extraction results obtained at

0.25-s intervals. This processing time demonstrated that

dictionary generation and face recognition can be imple-

Fig. 12. Examples of feature extraction results (left:

proposed method; right: eigenfeature method). Fig. 13. Variation of error Res.

Table 1. Comparative results showing extraction errors:

(a) Right pupil and (b) right mouth edge (60 samples)
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mented in real time. However, the collected learning pat-

terns contain some deviations because their objects are

nonintentional movements. How an accurate dictionary can

be generated from fewer learning patterns is a problem yet

to be solved. It might be approached by using methods

based on generating facial images in randomly selected

viewing directions from learning facial images obtained in

multiple viewing directions.

5. Conclusions

We have proposed a method for fast and accurate

extraction of facial regions from images and extraction of

facial feature points such as pupils, nostrils, and mouth

edges. In the proposed method, high position accuracy and

low computing cost are realized by using the subspace

method and shape information obtained with the aid of a

separability filter. In the case of static images obtained by

a camera positioned at the bottom of the computer display,

the rate of extraction at least four feature points at which it

was possible to obtain croppings of normalized facial im-

ages was as high as 98.8%. Application to recognition of

persons from dynamic images is planned for future re-

search.
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